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oor have increased over the same period by 65 per cent.
ow far this increase is to be attributed to an increase of

lunacy, to a stronger humanitarian feeling, or to the bestowal
of a capitation grant for lunatics, is matter for conjecture.
Turning to the public health section of the report, we find

the passing of the Public Health (Scotland) Act, I897, charac-
terised as the leading event of the year. In the month of
November, the Board issued a useful if somewhat circum-
scribed circular, directing attention to the more important
provisions of the Act, and, later on, model by-laws for
common lodging-houses, houses let in lodgings, and
slaughterhouses. They also issued, by request, a code of
model regulations, based upon the English code, for sanitary
officers, which promises to be of utility in assimilating
Scottish methods of sanitary administration, in certain
respects, with those in vogue in England.
The most interesting part of the report is that which deals

with the work of local authorities in connection with infec-
tious disease. Under the Public Health Act of I897 the
Infectious Disease (Notification) Act is extended to every
district in Scotland. It had already, however, been adopted
by districts comprising 94 per cent. of the population of Scot-
land. Copious tables are appended, furnishing a statement
of the cases of infectious disease in all the districts in which
the Notification Act had been adopted, the deaths from in-
fectious disease, and the removals to hospital. The total
number of case3 of infectious disease notified was 42,349. In
the case of the diseases specified in the Act only I4.6 per
cent. were removed to hospital in rural districts, as compared
with 32.2 per cent. in urban districts. The figures in the
districts in which whooping-cough is compulsorily notifiable
show a fatality-rate for that disease greater than is generally
apprehended-namely, 6 2 per cent.

It is impossible to conclude a review of the work of the
Scottish Board without a reference to the starved condition
of the central Public Health Department of Scotland. It is
unprovided with a single medical or engineering inspector.
It is not permitted to spend a penny for purposes of scien-
tific research. It is housed in a way which would be dis-
creditable to a private company. It is surely time that the
representatives of Scotland in Parliament made an effort to
secure from the Treasury a more adequate recognition of the
the necessities of the case.

EDINBURGH HARVEIAN FESTIVAL.
THE 1i6th Harveian Festival was held in the Hall of the
Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, on June 3rd, when
Dr. ALEXANDER BALLANTYNE of Dalkeith gave the oration.

HARVEY AND EMBRYOLOGY.
After the orator had expressed his surprise that while

Harvey's work in regard to the circulation had deservedly
been treated in every possible way to show the greatness of
the discovery and its great value to practical medicine, so
little attention should have been paid to his other scientific
work. In the life of Harvey recently written by Mr. D'Arcy
Power a quaint observation of Fuller's respecting him is
quoted. " The Doctor," says Fuller, "though living a
bachelor, may be said to have left three hopeful sons to
posterity-his books (I) De Circulatione Sanguini8, which I
may call his son and heir. the Doctor living to see it at full
age and generally received; (2) De Generatione, still in its
minority, but I assure you growing apace into public credit;
(3) De Ovo, as yet in the nonage thereof, but infants may be
men in due time." No doubt this was a true description of
the relative advance of these subjects at the time Fuller
wrote. As Willis says, "On the doctrine of the circulation
the dawn had long been visible; Harvey appeared, and there
was day." On the subject of embryology before Harvey all
was night. Though Harvey, from the intrinsic difficulties of
the subject and from the want of a microscope, was unable to
solve many of the problems of embryology, and was even led
into error by his naked eye observations, accurate as they
were, he did much valuable pioneer work. He disproved what
had been the prevailing idea for many hundred years, that
the higher animals were developed from "excrement" or
from any visible deposit left in the uterus. He showed
that the division of the higher animals into oviparous

and viviparous was to a great extent arbitrary, inas-
much as all such animals may be said to arise from eggs;
and so announced the general truth, Omne animal ex ovo,
though not exactly in the same sense as held by the embry-
ologists of to-day. On the other hand, because he failed to
find anything in the uterus after fruitful union, he held there
was no corporeal continuity between the parent and offspring
-a legitimate conclusion without the aid of a microscope.
He was the first to show that the reproductive process in the
egg begins at the cicatricula. He believed that the genera-
tion of insects might arise from inanimate matter, which he
calls " generation from metamorphosis," although he hinted
in regard to this that such creatures might arise from seeds
or ova so small as to be invisible. He demonstrated that in
all cases of what he called " generation properly so-called,"
the development of the embryo took place by epigenesis. No
onecandoubt thathe establishedthelaw of epigenesis, and that
the naked eye observations made by him proved it to be not
a mere speculation but a fact. No doubt in 1759 the observa-
tions of Wolff, with the aid of the microscope, showed the
actual mode of formation according to this plan of more than
one organ in the embryo, and broadened the law of embryonic
formation by demonstrating that it was of a like nature in
plants and animals. And Pander, in 1817, with still greater
precision, detailed the plan of formation of parts in the
embryo of birds. The complete confirmation was a progres-
sive one, Interrupted by the views of Haller on preformation.
and by its amplification by Bonnet. Harvey then established
the law, Wolff broadened and emphasised it, and Pander, by
his still greater precision, placed it upon a basis sufficiently
secure to beaccepted by all embryologists. Might it not, then,
justly be said that to Harvey belongs the credit of enunciat-
ing and demonstrating epigenesis ioo years before Wolff?
Dr. Ballantyne then detailed some of the more noteworthy
incidents in the great advance embryology has made since
Harvey's time; the attack of Francesco Redi upon the
doctrine of spontaneous generation; the cell theory enunci-
ated bv Schleiden and Schwann; the necessity for conjuga-
tion of dissimilar individuals in the continued propagation of
some protozoa; the egg production of the metazoa and the
early formation of ova in the embryos; the conditions necs-
sary to ensure fertilisation and the part played by the
polar bodies and the other parts of the ovum and
spermatozoon. The subject of hereditywas then taken up.
Evolution, heredity, and regression went hand in hand in solv-
ing the various problems, heredity acting as an inhibitory
power. The views of Weismann, Trevianus, Brooks, Galton,
and Eimer were then discussed. In conclusion, it must be
admitted that the laws governing heredity were as yet for the
most part unknown ; yet there was much in these days to give
the hope that the discovery of these laws was within measur-
able distance, and that until heredity found its Newton there
must be a persistent and patient interrogation of Nature after
the manner of Harvey, with a mind unwarped and unbiassed
by preconceived notions.
On the motion of Dr. JosEPH BELL, the orator was given a

cordial vote of thanks.

'THE HARVEIAN DINNER.
Thereafter the Harveians, to the nxumber of about forty,

dined. The President was supported rigbt and left by Drs.
Joseph Bell and George W. Balfour. The two Secretaries,
'Dr. Crum Brown and Mr. Francis Cadell, acted as croupiers.

After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts, the immortal
memory of Harvey was drunk in silence. The SENIOR 8EC-
RETARY then gave the toast of " Thes Honorary Member, the
Pontifex Maximus, the very Rev. James MacGregor, D D.,
Senior Minister of St. Cuthbert's Parish." "The Medical
Schools of Scotland " were given by Dr. GEORGE W. BALFOUR,
and Dr. RENTON (Glasgow) replied. Dr. FoULIS gave "The
President," Dr. WILLIAM CRAIG " The Vice-President" (Dr.
Crum Brown), and Dr. LOCKHART GILLESPIE "The Guests."
Stories and songs were given by various Harveians during the
evening, which was closed by " Floreat Res Medica."

THE Merchant Taylors' Company have contributed ,£ ,ooo
to the Prince of Wales's Hospital Fund, the amount to be
repeated annually during the next two years.
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